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Strengthening the Team

Equi Bridges is specialized on bridge engineering and focuses on high quality with
efficient processes. Accordingly, we are pleased to announce the onboarding of another
bridge engineering expert, Vasco Amaral, and the strengthening of our management
team with Mirco Protner as of February 1st, 2021.

Mirco Protner joins as Partner and CFO and as a member of the Executive Board he will
be responsible for the financial and administrative matters of our company. Mirco will
also be responsible for the introduction and monitoring of our quality management
system. Mirco and Kristian graduated together in Civil Engineering at ETH Zurich in
2003 and during their studies they did an exchange year together in Madrid (UPM). After
several years working as project engineer and project manager on the contractor side,
Mirco completed an MBA and moved to the financial industry. Now after 10 years, Mirco
returns to engineering and will provide Equi Bridges with powerful administration,
expand management efficiencies, and support project delivery.

Vasco Amaral joins as Chief Engineer and specialist in construction engineering and will
contribute with his extensive experience in international design-and-build projects. His
strengths in detailed design as well as in the assessment of difficult construction phases
will also shape our services for contractors. Vasco is a bridge engineer through and
through. In his career, he has been significantly involved in technically challenging bridge
projects and has coordinated major projects at the interface between the client, the
contractor and the engineering teams. Vasco, Dawid, Poul and Kristian have already
been working colleagues in international major bridges in Denmark and are looking
forward to working together again.
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